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Board Meeting Minutes 
March 21, 2022 
1500-1700 EST 

 
BOARD MEMBERS 

Hal Rosen  Tony Leketa  Dave Nash 

Tim Byers Suzanne DiGeronimo  Randy Gardner  

John Henderson Gene Lupia  Angie Martinez 

Sal Nodjomian Jane Penny Sally Riker 

Bob Schlesinger Ron Silva Susan Thames 

Joe Schroedel* (was attending funeral)   

OTHER ATTENDEES*   

Mark Handley Cindy Lincicome  Beth Harris 

Ed Jackson Ron Torgerson Roger Wozny 

Norm Campbell Rob Biedermann Ekaterina Khoreva 

Kathy Off   
*Non-voting 
Not in attendance 

 
The meeting was called to order at 1505.  See Encl 1, Agenda. 
 
Opening Comments: A quorum was established with all voting members of the board present either in person 
or virtually.  Hal Rosen, Chair, kicked off the meeting with introductions.  The Foundation approved the revised 
minutes from the January meeting.  He recapped the agreement between the Society and the Foundation as 
the backdrop for decisions and deliverables to come out of the meeting.  The strategic plan of the Foundation is 
the strategic plan of the Society.  In January, the Foundation received a request for Foundation support from the 
Society (Encl 2).  The Foundation Chair, Fundraising Chair, Finance Chair, and Operations Chair met to begin 
deliberating the Foundation’s response.  Those positions, along with the Vice Chair, make up the Foundation 
Executive Committee. 
 
Organization Chart: Hal asked for comments on the structure of the org chart.  Members thought the org chart 
was simple and easy to understand.  All board members and volunteers are billeted.  Please let us know of any 
volunteers that should be listed.  No vote was needed, but all agreed with the org chart as presented (Encl 3).      
Discussion 

• Names may flow in and out, but the structure will remain; it is clean and efficient. 

• Clarify who are voting members. 
 
Fundraising (Encl 4): Sal described the three major lines of effort under fundraising: internal corporate giving 
which now includes SAME Sustaining Member companies, external corporate giving which is now largely 
untapped., individual giving (which does not have a lead), and planned giving.  Bob Schlesinger described what 
was involved in leading the individual giving line of effort which was not a heavy lift.  For the first year of 
individual giving, we made $164K, then $129K, then $82K.  It’s very hard to project an amount for planned 
giving, but it will be a major contributor.   
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Milestones for the 2022 (and beyond) Campaign include naming the campaign, developing recognition and 
targeted giving levels, developing a case statement, identifying potential donors, determining appropriate POCs 
and aligning volunteers with opportunities.  The case statement is extremely important and will be tailored to 
the audience accordingly.  Rick Stevens is the POC for the case statement.  It will inform every action we take.  
We have recruited graduates to assist with forming the statement.   Looking to have a draft in April to share.  
The first draft will be geared toward the internal corporate giving pool.  We have to differentiate ourselves from 
the competition – charity ratings are important and we must maintain the highest scores prior to launching a 
campaign.  We must make donating easy.  The National Office will add a button on registration, but there may 
be more ways to make it easy.  Projected fundraising income total for 2022 is $202,500.   
Discussion 

• Are we still in competition with each other if we are asking sustaining members to donate, but they fund 
our local scholarships?  The decision was to not compete with Posts in awarding scholarships 
(Foundation underwrites programs), but we may be competing for money which is an unavoidable fact.  
It is not a direct competition with Posts.  Per Suzanne, we could check with Posts who have their funds 
with the Foundation to inquire what they think.  After discussion, it was agreed by the Board that such 
an inquiry was not necessary.   

• The benefit that Posts get from placing their funds with the Foundation is the management and return 
on investment.  We just need to be articulate about what the Foundation is supporting (case statement).   

 
Finance (Encl 5):  Tim Byers summarized the request for program support from the Society as $531K.  We would 
need a corpus of $18M that allows programs to be funded using dividends, but we currently have $1.36M.  He 
covered finances from last year and how it will look moving forward to include the response.  Overall, we have a 
well-balanced account; we are still growing in interest.  The account balance is $3.6M, but that is including Post 
Funds.  Additionally, if you subtract restricted funds of $303K, the Foundation has $1M.  The Foundation was 
covering Camp Scholarships at $24K, but SAME will cover that moving forward so that the Foundation can 
continue to strictly underwrite programs.  The SAME National Office will be developing a Camp Support 
Program.  For LDP, the Foundation will support the incoming and graduating classes at $100K and not the entire 
$209,014 requested.  There was a compelling case to fully fund the Alaska Native/American Native STEM 
Program at $22K.  Camp Mentor Program is a component of leadership.  The Foundation could not fund it all for 
now, so started with $60K of the $117K requested to offset mentor costs and some Posts supporting mentors 
while Posts will have to continue to support Camp costs as needed until the Foundation can support the entire 
Camp Mentor program.  At this time the Foundation will not fund the Joint Engineering Training (TTX) or Post 
Leader Training.  With the revenue predicted by fundraising and operating expenses, 50% of the donations will 
go to the corpus.  Net available cash will be $234,950.  The Foundation Board agreed with the 50% corpus 
amount as standard for now.    
   Discussion 

• Is it necessary to bring in the LDP class for four nights – judgement call.  Training does occur at JETC.  We 
need to see a syllabus for LDP to help forecast LDP expenses.   

 
Operations: Tony expanded on how the response was constructed.  First and foremost, each item was examined 
against the compelling purpose of the Foundation – “fostering engineering leadership for the nation.”  Second, 
we will need to make the case with donors that their money is supporting that compelling purpose.  The 
Foundation opted not to fund Post level LDP programs because they felt that it would set a precedence with 
Posts.  Post activities should be funded by Post operating accounts.  Post Leader Training is also a Post level 
function that should be supported by Post operating accounts.  The TTX was difficult to connect to the 
compelling purpose.   
Discussion 

• The National Office will need to do a better job of tying requests to the compelling purpose and 
establishing guidelines.   

• If we focus on fundraising and are successful, there won’t need to be so much scrutiny. 

• If we make more than we expect, things can change.   
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• Can we issue any IOUs?  In the response, as we evaluate our fundraising success, we can re-evaluate the 
funds promised. 

• We will get requests annually, so the Society will be including real-time needs. 

• Society will be providing requests much sooner than was done for this year.  We will be re-evaluating 
the timing of the process.  The decision should be made at SBC so it can be accommodated in the Dec. 
Budget Meeting.  The Foundation XC should get the request by the beginning of September and will 
strive to respond by the end of September.  Open dialogue will help shape what is presented to the 
board at SBC. 

• Hal will respond to the letter with the future timeline and establish a meeting time to discuss.  Funding 
can commence. 

Decision: Upon motion and second, the Board unanimously approved (1) the proposed 2022 budget, (2) the 
response to the Society’s requests for program underwritings, and (3) the suggested placement of at least 50% 
of received donations to be accumulated in the Foundation investment fund. 
 
Other Business: 
 
Governance:  Dave Nash  tabled the succession planning discussion for now.  The governance committee will 
develop a charter for the XC.  Bob Schlessinger will take over as governance chair and examine the bylaws for 
accuracy. 
 
Stewardship:  Gene Lupia had asked for any proposed edits to the Stewardship Policy.  None were provided; he 
is asking for it again.  He has asked Suzanne to provide a POC to help integrate the Planned Giving Policy with 
the Stewardship Policy.   
 
New Business: We need to figure out a marketing campaign to really get the message out about LDP at JETC.  
Marketing & Communications will be included on the case statement deliberations.  There will be a place for the 
Foundation to reside at the SAME Booth during exhibit hall hours.   
  
Closing:  Sal mentioned his role in the Golden Eagle Dinner and that Foundation members would be dispersed to 
help explain the Foundation to table sponsors.  The meeting adjourned early at 1645.  The JETC meeting is 
scheduled for May 11, 1400-1600 at the Gaylord Rockies Hotel & Convention Center.   
 
       
       
 
         
Hal Rosen, F.SAME (Dist.) 
Chair, SAME Foundation  
 
 
Encl 1: Agenda 
Encl 2: Society Request for Support 
Encl 3: Org Chart 
Encl 4: Fundraising Slides 
Encl 5: Finance Slides & Budget 
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ENCLOSURE 1 
 

 AGENDA DISCUSSION LEAD 

1500 – 1505 Call to Order – Quorum Established – Pledge of 
Allegiance  

Hal Rosen  

1505 – 1510 Approval of January Minutes Hal Rosen 

1510 – 1545 Finance 

• Budget 2022 and objectives ahead 

• Society Requests 

Tim Byers 

1545 – 1615 Fundraising 

• Corporate Case Statement 

Sal Nodjomian 

1615 - 1640 Operations 

• Governance & Bylaws 

• Underwritten Programs 

Tony Leketa 

1640 – 1650 Org Chart Hal Rosen 

1650 – 1655 New Business All 

1655 – 1700 Summary & Close Hal Rosen  
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ENCLOSURE 2 
 

Society of American Military Engineers 
 

Dedicated to National Security - Since 1920  

 

 

 

21 January 2022 

 
Memorandum for:  SAME Foundation Board of Directors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject:  Request for SAME Program Funding Support  
 

1. Request SAME Foundation funding support for the rank ordered SAME Program initiatives 

below. We believe that they are consistent with the Foundation’s compelling purpose of leader 

development and will provide the program level impact that the Foundation requires to support 

fund raising efforts. Details regarding the scope, estimated first and annual costs, POC and 

anticipated impact on both SAME 2025 Strategic Plan progress and the SAME Foundation’s 

compelling purpose are at the enclosure.  

 

2. The three programs noted below are renewed requests for well-established SAME programs 

which received varying levels of Foundation support in the past.  These programs are 

resubmitted with updated budgets for your consideration: 

 

a. Priority #1: National Leader Development Program (LDP):  The contribution of the 

Leader Development Program to the Society is well known and documented.  Due to the 

COVID pandemic, anticipated costs for 2020 and 2021 were much lower than 

anticipated since in-person events were not held, and the associated costs not 

expended.   

i. POC:  Rob Biedermann, Director IGE and Programs 

ii. Estimated 2022 cost: $209,014 (Graduation catch-up for LDP 2020 and 2021 

classes) 

iii. Estimated 2023 cost (net inflation):  $127,864 

 

b. Priority #2: Extend Alaska Native/American Native STEM Program:  The award of 

the “We Must Go to Them” United Engineering Fund (UEF) grant awarded to SAME for 

2021, provides the majority of the funding to examine and develop a plan to bring STEM 

training to Native peoples at their locations.  During this initial year, 4 Posts will use the 

grant to develop the plan and estimated costs to provide this service in future years. 

i. POC:  Jeannine Finton, COI Manager 

ii. Estimated 2022 request: $22,000 (Initial plan development period) 

iii. Estimated 2023 request (net inflation):  $TBD 

 

c. Priority #3: Camp Mentor Program:  Serving as a Camp mentor is a proven leadership 

development opportunity. Historically, our camp program struggles to obtain adequate 

PRESIDENT 
REAR ADM. MARK A. HANDLEY, P.E., F.SAME, USN (Ret.) 
AECOM 
 
PRESIDENT-ELECT 
CYNTHIA LINCICOME, F.SAME 
TLI CONSTRUCTION INC. 
 
PAST PRESIDENT 
HEATHER L. WISHART-SMITH, P.E., PMP, LEED AP, F.SAME, F.ASCE 
JACOBS 
 
VICE PRESIDENT 
RICHARD A. “RAD” DELANEY, AIA, LEED AP, F.SAME 
PRIME AE GROUP INC. 
 
VICE PRESIDENT 
SHARON L. KROCK, PWS, F.SAME 
SCHNABEL ENGINEERING INC. 
 
VICE PRESIDENT 
COL. CHARLES D. PERHAM, F.SAME, USAF (Ret.) 
MATRIX DESIGN GROUP 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
BRIG. GEN. JOSEPH SCHROEDEL, P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.) 
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numbers of mentors because employers are reluctant to underwrite the costs of 

participation. This program will help offset travel, salary and other expenses that mentors 

often have to carry in lieu of their employers’ support. This program will also serve as an 

incentive for these volunteers. 

i. POC:  Jeannine Finton, COI Manager 

ii. Estimated 2022 request: $117,000 

   

3. The following programs represent funding requirements for which detailed financial plans are 

being completed. The SAME IGE and Programs Directorate will provide appropriate details by 

within 90 days.   

 

a. Priority #4: Joint Engineering Training (TTX):  This initiative supports the “M” in 

SAME and is implemented by the Joint Engineering Contingency Operations Community 

of Interest.  This program anticipated providing subject-matter experts, panel members 

and other professionals supporting Regional-level Joint Engineer Capabilities 

Workshops and similar events such as table-top exercises. 

i. POC:  Steve Taylor, COI Manager 

ii. Estimated 2022 request: $19,500 

iii. Estimated 2023 request (net inflation):  $TBD 

 

b. Priority #5: Post Level LDP Support: Two posts, San Antonio and Washington DC, 

have well developed programs that eventually could become feeder programs for the 

National LDP. More importantly, support for Post level programs is an extremely 

important consideration for the Foundation to remain relevant to all levels of SAME.   

 

c. Priority #6: Post Leader Training:  Service as a Post Leader is another tremendous 

opportunity for the Foundation to achieve its compelling purpose and deliver huge 

impact upon which to build the Foundation’s legacy. Our Post leaders are the key to 

SAME’s Strategi Plan as they lead collaboration that results in local impact that benefits 

SAME’s constituencies. 

i. POC:  Steve Taylor, COI Manager 

ii. Estimated 2022 request: $163,438 

iii. Estimated 2023 request (net inflation):  $TBD 

 

4. We look forward to your response and to working with the Foundation Board of Directors to 

grow the Foundations’ impact and contributions to SAME’s Strategic Plan. The SAME National 

Leadership Team and Board of Direction appreciate the collective work to establish a routine 

process for focusing the Foundation’s support of SAME Programs. The National Office Staff is 

leaning forward to support our process.  

 

5. National Office Staff POC for program support is Rob Biedermann.                                                              

 

 

 

 

Mark A. Handley 

RADM, P.E., F.SAME, USN (Ret) 

SAME National President  

 

Encl 
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ENCLOSURE 4 
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 ines of   ort
 Corp  iving   ick Stevens,  ilda Scharen,     
  ecent pivot to internal corporate donors
  everage audience already familiar with our compelling purpose

  uch of     C industry enjoying strong  nancial performance

  evelop e ternal corporate plan 

 Individual  iving  several have e pressed interest 
 Strong early contribu ons  declining program

  eed a lead volunteer to reboot    

  lanned  iving  Su anne  i eronimo,  ill  aight 
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 0   (and  eyond)  ampaign
  ame campaign

  evelop recogni on   targeted giving levels

  evelopment a case statement

 Iden fy poten al donors

  etermine appropriate   Cs for both internal and e ternal corps

  lign volunteers with opportuni es
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 ase  tatement
 Cri cal document  what we do  importance  and, why support

 Founda onal for fundraising comms  indiv, planned, corp giving, grant proposals 

 Inform other fundraising materials  newsle ers, appeal le ers, emails, website 

 Steps to write case for support

 Feasibility or planning study

  ather and organi e informa on about Founda on programs
 Create a comprehensive outline

 Commit to a reasonable deadline

6

                                        

 ase  tatement (cont)
 Structure of an e ec ve case for support
  egin with an emo onal appeal
  ighlight vision for the future  connect vision to our work
  rove we re making a di erence
  nd with a call to ac on

 Key ingredients of case for support

  onor centric
 Clear, easy to understand language  visually appealing
  rite with passion and think big
  uy in from leadership
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 Strong compe  on for limited charitable $$  need to di eren ate S    Founda on
  eed outstanding  Charity  a ng    ensure S    Founda on ra ng is solid before 

major fundraising campaign

  ake dona ng ease
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 SAME  oint  nvestment Management  ommittee (SAME   SAME Foundation)

  ommittee reset  an 2022 
  hair   oe O  rien

  ames Wor s

 Melissa Smith

 E aterina  horeva (National Office liaison)

  indy  incicome (National  P oversight)

 Tim  yers (SAME Foundation) 

  ommittee manages and monitors the investment funds stipulating a long 

term investment hori on

  ommittee meets  uarterly to review investment performance

  esults reported at Foundation  oards meetings

  ommittee meets annually to review the Foundation  nvestment Policy

 SAME Finance  ommittee 
  FO   aniel Watford (  A  outsourced  located in  altimore)

  ontroller   athie Fietsam (  A  outsourced  located in St  ouis)

 Staff Accountant  E aterina  horeva

 Allison  ngram  National SAME Treasurer (SAME and Foundation)
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 nvestment Policy and Philosophy

  oint  nvestment  ommittee sets the investment policy

  ncluding investment ob ectives  guidelines and eligible investment types

  ighlights of Foundation  nvestment Policy

  nvestments shall be made with the care  s ill  prudence  and diligence 

 Foundation will engage the services of professional  third  parties to advise  manage  

and evaluate the performance of the Foundation s  nvestments

 Foundation see s to avoid any real potential conflicts of interest in investment mgmt

 Foundation recogni es investments contain ris s and see s to manage these ris s with 

a disciplined investment process and a diversified investment strategy. As such  greater 

emphasis is placed on ris  at the portfolio level than at the individual asset class level. 

 Portfolio is spread over    different financial investment categories  with larger holdings in 

( ) broad domestic fi ed income ( lac   oc  Strategic  ncome)  (2) global fi ed funds 

(Schwab S P 500  nde )  large cap funds  ( ) international e uities  ( ) real estate 

domestic funds  (5) etc. etc.

12

                                        

 All Foundation assets are invested per the provisions of the            

                  (available for review upon re uest)

  eturns are compared to industry benchmar s to assess whether the fund is 

performing to e pectations

 A foundation speciali ed investment management advisor is retained and the 

advisor s performance is reviewed annually

 Society  Fiducient Advisors and     Wealth Mgmt

 Foundation  Fiducient Advisors

 Aside from Society funds  currently  appro .   . M under investment

   . M in Foundation funds and  2M in Post funds

  urrently    Posts participating

 Fund si e allows investment manager bro erage fee (currently 0.0  ) which is 

below industry average and e pected to decrease as Fund corpus grows

1 


